Technical College Readiness Mathematics is a mathematics course option for students who have passed Algebra I/Coordinate Algebra, have passed or are concurrently enrolled in Geometry/Analytic Geometry while taking this course, and intend to enroll in a technical college program. By completing TCRM and attaining the required ACCUPLACER score, students will be able to take advantage of the alternative graduation option associated with Dual Enrollment (per 2016 Senate Bill 2).

Eligibility Requirements:
The course is designed for students who have experienced difficulty in passing middle school mathematics End of Grade (EOG) assessments, have struggled significantly in the first two high school core mathematics courses, and have scored less than 34 on the Arithmetic ACCUPLACER Placement Assessment.

Instructional Resources:
Curriculum resources developed and shared by Hall County School District for this course can be found on the Teacher Resource Link in SLDS.